Religion-State Relations and Family Rights
Festschrift in honour of Professor Tahir Mahmood

Justice Jaspal Singh served as a Judge of the High Court of Delhi during 1990-98 with a reputation of being a highly academic judge. After demitting office there he was designated by the Supreme Court of India as a Senior Advocate.

Justice Jaspal Singh has authored a monumental work, eleven-volume Local Laws of Delhi, published during 1997-2000. His other very popular books include those on the laws of marriage and divorce in India and socio-economic offences, besides extensive commentaries on the Indian Penal Code and the Delhi Rent Control Act.

Since 2003 Justice Jaspal Singh has been closely associated with the PhD research program in law at Amity University’s Institute of Advanced Legal Studies.

This anthology contains essays on religion-state relations and family rights written by Indian and foreign authors, and put together as a festschrift in honour of Professor Tahir Mahmood.

Professor Mahmood’s experience of teaching, research and scholarly writings extends over half a century. Besides holding academic positions in various universities, he has served as the Chair of National Minorities Commission and as a Member of the Law Commission of India. His books have been cited in numerous judgments of the higher courts of India.

This festschrift also contains a few pieces on his personality and work sent by some of his friends and former students, besides a selection of his own recent media columns on the dual themes of this book.

“I have known Tahir Mahmood for long and value his views which are illuminated by deep learning and instructive information. His earlier works have impressed me, and now he has produced a unique book on the laws of India on religion and religious affairs. I am amazed at the extraordinary erudition with which the author has presented a complicated subject and regard it as his patriotic contribution to community jurisprudence.”

— Justice VR Krishna Iyer
[Foreword in first book]
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